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Opto 22 Fortifies Commitment to Open-source Technology by
Joining The Linux Foundation
Industrial Automation manufacturer champions open-source technology by
joining The Linux Foundation® to participate, collaborate, and sustain the
code and developer communities that are critical to modern business,
technology, and society.
Temecula, CA - April 20, 2017 – Industrial automation manufacturer Opto 22 announces it has
joined The Linux Foundation as a Silver Level member. As a Linux Foundation member, Opto 22
will help support the greatest shared technology resources in history, while also accelerating the
company’s technology and innovation through open-source leadership and participation. In
joining The Linux Foundation, Opto 22 hopes to spearhead the adoption of open-source
technology in the industrial automation and process control industries, and accelerate the rollout
of Industrial Internet of Things applications.
“It’s exciting to see a vendor from a traditionally proprietary technology space such as industrial
automation and process control join The Linux Foundation. It is a testament to the power of opensource technology and the community that supports it and allows it to thrive,” said Mike Woster,
COO of The Linux Foundation.
New technologies from the open-source community are beginning to enter the traditionally
proprietary technology space of industrial applications. As open-source adoption grows,
commerce and society will come to depend on the software code developed to support that
adoption. The future of these critical technologies can’t be left to chance. They require a neutral,
independent organization like The Linux Foundation to manage the infrastructure and sustain
their code and communities over the long term.
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Opto 22 has long been a proponent of using open standards and technology as well as
commercially available off-the-shelf products in industrial applications and internal product
development. One of the first manufacturers in the industrial automation industry to design
products on open standards, Opto 22 was one of the first control and I/O system manufacturers to
add Ethernet connectivity and the TCP/IP protocol to an industrial controller.
Since then the company has followed up its commitment to open-source technology and the
accelerated adoption of industry standards by releasing an industry-first RESTful API (application
program interface) to an industrial automation controller. With this RESTful API, developers can
use their software language of choice to build applications that collect data from and control realworld electrical devices like sensors, motors, and pumps. Shortly after releasing the RESTful API,
Opto 22 released Node-RED nodes for its SNAP PAC system controllers, to accelerate the rapid
development of Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) applications. Most recently, Opto 22 added the
Node-RED development environment to its IIoT application platform, the groov Box.
With the addition of the Node-RED development environment, groov is the ideal toolset for IIoT
application developers. groov fuses together an industrially rugged hardware platform, data
visualization for mobile and web clients, robust industrial automation protocol support including
Modbus/TCP and OPC UA, and advanced data flow processing. Add these to its ability to connect
multiple data sources including devices, databases, and third-party APIs, and groov becomes a
single, cohesive, cost-effective, and powerful platform for nearly any IIoT or edge computing
application.
“When businesses choose to leverage open-source software, they are in effect choosing to free
themselves of the painful pitfall of vendor lock-in. Customers who choose to adopt a product built
around a proprietary technology stack are at the mercy of their vendor,” says Benson Hougland,
VP of Marketing and Product Strategy for Opto 22. “It’s time to start driving our products toward a
development strategy that liberates customers from vendor lock-in and gives them a choice of
vendors to work with.”

About Opto 22
Opto 22 designs and manufactures industrial control products and Internet of Things platforms
that bridge the gap between information technology (IT) and operations technology (OT). Based
on a core design philosophy of leveraging open, standards-based technology, Opto 22 products
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are deployed worldwide in industrial automation, process control, building automation, industrial
refrigeration, remote monitoring, and data acquisition applications. Designed and manufactured
in the U.S.A., Opto 22 products have a worldwide reputation for ease-of-use, innovation, quality,
and reliability. For over 40 years OEMs, machine builders, automation end-users, and information
technology and operations personnel have and continue to trust Opto 22 to deliver high-quality
products with superior reliability. The company was founded in 1974 and is privately held in
Temecula, California, U.S.A. Opto 22 products are available through a global network of
distributors and system integrators. For more information, contact Opto 22 headquarters at
+1-951-695-3000 or visit www.opto22.com. Follow us on Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, YouTube.

About The Linux Foundation
The Linux Foundation is the organization of choice for the world's top developers and companies
to build ecosystems that accelerate open technology development and commercial adoption.
Together with the worldwide open-source community, it is solving the hardest technology
problems by creating the largest shared technology investment in history. Founded in 2000, The
Linux Foundation today provides tools, training, and events to scale any open-source project,
which together deliver an economic impact not achievable by any one company. More
information can be found at www.linuxfoundation.org.
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